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We have to teach them how to economize time,
health and money. Lionel Curtis described our villages
as dung-heaps. We have to turn them into model vil-
lages. Our village-folk do not get fresh air though they
are surrounded by fresh air; they don't get fresh food
though they are surrounded by the freshest foods. I am
talking like a missionary in this matter of food, because
my mission is to make villages a thing of beauty.
Harijan,   l-3-'35
It is profitless to find out whether the villages of
India were always what they are today. If they were
never better it is a reflection upon the ancient culture in
which we take so much pride. But if they were never
better, how is it that they have survived centuries of
decay which we see going on around us. ... The task
before every lover of the country is how to prevent this
decay or, which is the same thing, how to reconstruct
the villages of India so that it may be as easy for any-
one to live in them as it is supposed to be in the cities.
Indeed, it is the task before every patriot. It may be
that the villagers are beyond redemption, that rural
civilization has had its day and that the seven hundred
thousand villages have to give place to seven hundred
well-ordered cities supporting a population not of three
hundred millions but thirty. If such is to be India's
fate, even that won't come in a day. It must take time
to wipe out a number of villages and villagers and trans-
form the remainder into cities and citizens.
Harijan, 7-3-'36
The village movement is as much an education of
the city people as of the villagers. Workers drawn from
cities have to develop village mentality and learn the
art of living after the manner of villagers. This does not

